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1. Introduction 

'l'he reaction mechanism of deep inelastic heavy ion collisions 

(DIC) can be further explored by investigating the orientation 

properties of the reaction products, which for a given intrinsic 

spin I may be specified by the expection values (ensemble aver

age) of a co~plete set of 2I spherical ~ensor operators. In par

ticular, extended information on the lowest moments of the frag

ment spin, e.g., the vector polarizati,on and the alignment, w::~uld 

lead to a more detc;;iled understanding of the process of angular 

momentum dissipation. But the determination of the nuclear orien

tation from observing the angular distribution, angular correla

tion or polarization of the subsequent radiation, emitted from 

the decaying system, encounters considerable experimental diffi

culties. So, up till now only few measurements of the alignment 

or the sign and the degree of the fragment polarization have 

been reported for DIC. 

In the reaction 40Ar(284 MeV and 303· MeV) + Ag Trautmann et al~) 

determine the circular polarization of y-Rays emitted from both 

products as a function of the kinetic energy loss. For quasi

elastic and deep inelastic events the sign of the polarization 

turned out to be opposite. In the deep inelastic region the pola

rization was directed aiong the axis k1 X kf' where k1 and itf 

denote the incoming and ougoing wave vector, respectively. 

The polarization of the projectile-like fragment has been deduced 

by Takahashi et al~) for the reaction 10~o(1 4N,1~) 1°"Ru, 

ELab = 90 MeV, 12) Mev, and 200 MeV at definite reaction angles. 

In this specific collision the polarization follows from the 

anisotropy of B-rays emitted in the £-decay of the 1 2n ground 

state (I'Jt = 1+, 1•112 = 20.3 ms, EBm.ax = 13.4 Mev). Selecting 

certain recions of the kinetic energy spectra of 1 ~ by a range

-energy method, a systematic trend in the Q-value dependence of 

the polarization has been observeds (i) In the quasielastic part 

of the spectrum an appreciable amount of polarization (up to 

about 50°/o) is detected. The degree of polarization decreases 

for decreasing Q-value with a change in sign from negative to 

positive near the Coulomb energy. (ii) In the deep inelastic 
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region the degree of polarization remains smal~, never exceeding 1~ 0/o, ~he behaviour of the polarization as a function of Q depends on the bombarding energy. For incident energies of 125 MeV and 200 MeV the polarization changes the s:i. gn again, becoming 
nega~ive for Q ~- 70 MeV, while for ELab ~ 90 MeV ~he polarization stays at positive values in the whole measured range of Qvalues below Q ~- 25 MeV. From complementary measurements for the reaction 1"N(129 MeV) + 232.rh Takahashi et a1 ~) obtained a positive polarization (up to about 20°/o) in a broad range of low Q-values between- 40 MeV and- 90 MeV. 

Several attempts have been made to give an at least qualitative interpretation of the charactertstic featu....--es of the polarization da~a on heavy ion reactions. ln a more general consideration Ellis4) discussed the polarization phenomena by employing the f'ormal expres~;ion for the transition amplitude. In order to find simple formula the asymptotic foms of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients involved as well as a parametrization of the matrix element in the 1-~ace have been introduced. The applicab~llty of the model for transfer rea.ctions has been demonstrated by comparing with exact DWBA-calculations. Furthermore, particular models have been used to explain spec1f'ic observations, For large ~values (guasielastic region) the polarization data can be undal.'stood in terms of the kinematical matching conditions for a direct two-particle transfer mechanism as suggested by Brink?) and pointed out in refs. 6 ,7) for the reaction 1°0Mo(14rr, 12BJ. In ~he deep inelastic region the sign of the measured polarization is consistent with the predictions of the macroscopic friction model8). But the amount of' polarization found in the experiments of Takahashi et al. are far below the classical limit. In a recent paper, DUnnweber and Hartmann9) emphasized the importance of the dispersion around the mean classical path for this strong depolarization. -This effect was discussed by expressing the polarization observed for certain values of reaction angle and energy loss in terms of the corresponding cross sections for positive and nese.tive deflection, the angular spreading of which is parametrized in Gaussian .form. 
'l'he special aim. ot· t;his note is to COD Sider quantitatively the importance of statlSt~cal rluctuat~ona and correlat2ons in tne collective variables of the relative motion for the rragment depolarizat2on in tne framework of the statistical ~heo~ of Ho.fmann and Siemens1°) and a classical friction model11) with 
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friction parame~ers adjusted to independent experimental data. 

1n accordance Wlth th~S macroscop~c picture the polarization for 

given reaction angle- and Q.-value is calculated from the partial 

douhle di!·ferential cross sections for positive and negative 

angle scattering, as already suggested in ref. 9). Numerical 

calculations have been performed fOr. the 1 4:N"· induced reactions,

i.n which tne polariza.tion ot· the rr8.gment 1 ~ has been measured 

by tbe Jap.anese group. These experiments (mai.nly on a non-symme

trical light system) project on a final situation, Which from 

the point of view of a macroscopic model with statlSt2cal fluctua

tions should be regarded e.s some extreme case: transt:er of tw:~ 

particles, zero excitation energy and low spin of the projectile

-like f'ragnent. So, one cannot expect a complete interpretation 

of all ex:perimente:.l d<:tails by su:ch calculations. But a compari

son of the theoretical predictions with the polarization obse~ed 

for different tarb~t-proJectile combinations, as a function of 

the incident enerLT and t-he Q-value, shou.Ld give some insight to 

what an extent the basic features of the phenomena, as derived 

from a classical friction model including statistical fluctuations 

of the deflection angle ao.d kinetic ener1;::y, are reflected in the 

experimental data available. Moreover one can draw conclusions 

on the importance of further depolarization mechanisms as statis

tical fluctuations of tne transferred angular momentum12 • 13, 14) 

as well as the manifestation of quantal fluctuations, which 

should be of importance for the excitation of discrete lowlying 

frat711ent states. 

2. Classical Friction Model and Polarizatio~ 

We treat the heavy ion reaction within a two-dimensional friction 

mode111 ) with polar coordinates R, g as collect~ve variables. 

for ~he relative motion of both nuclei. All basic quantities of 

tihe- mod.el ·are described in ref.11 ). For tihe react~on unaer 

d1.scussion we use the values 

aR = 1~.0 fm/c MeV a 9 = O. 3Btl'79 fm1 c MeV ( 1) 

for the ·radial and t~&en~~al Ir~c~ion strengths,. ana Ln auaition 

we neglect t"he deformat~on energy \~ = o)! 'l.'h,is cno1.ce of parame

ters has been taken for the following reasons: 

().) 'J:he paran:eters \1) fit very well the fusion cross sections in 

a broad range of target-projectile combinations, because they 

have been calculated according to the empirical relation between 
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t;hese quantities as in·troduced in 11 ) • .Part~cularly, for t;he reactions 14n + 103ah, Elab = 81 MeV and ELab = 121 MeV, i.e., :for a similar target-projectile combination at comparable incident energies as discussed in the present paper, "J;he the ore tical values of tn.e critical angular momentum :for fusion 1~~ = 39 and .J1 are in excellent agreement with lexp = 40 ~ ) and )2 ~ 5 deduced from experiJnem- a1 data by Galin et c;:l. 1;i). 
(ii) 1'he parameters ( 1) reproduce the double humped shape of tihe experimental kine tic energy spectrum in 1ihe reaction 1 ~( 125 MeV) + 1°'1.!o with two peaks at Q "' -20 ll!eV and Q ""·- 40 MeV corresponding to predominant positive and negative angle scattering, respectively (see fig. 1). '!'he theoretical double differential cross section d~ /d9dQ is calculated as described in re:r.16 ) but neglecting tihE mass diffUsion because the mass transport as approximately considered in 16) does not influence the statistical fluctuations of t11e relative motion. 
(iii) The friction const;ants ~1) give an appre-ciable amOunt of angular momentum ~r~sferred from relative to intrinsic motion, which is close to the sticking limit for rigid rotation of the double nuclear system. 
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ill a classical picture the dissipated angular momentum is oriented 

perpendicular to ~he react~on plane, and in vhe final state bo0n 

primary fragments are completely polarJ.zed with equal sign. But 

~he polarizatJ.on differs in sign for .scattering events from oppo

site sides of the interaction region. With ~he convention tnat ... .., 
vhe polari.zatJ.on is positive if it is directed along k1 x kf , 

one has positive tnegative) polarizatJ.on for positive (negative) 

angle scatterine. Consequently, from this classical picture for 

a gJ.ven reaction angle one expects complete positive \negative) 

polarization for events wJ.th small UUgh) energy loss. lf statis

tl.cal flue t;ua tions in ;he collective variables occur because of 

a coupling of the r,:.Jlal;ive motion to intrinsic excitatl.ons vne 

degree Of polo.rizatl.OD for gl.Ven 9 and Q Call go belOW 100° /o, 

relate-d to vhe relatJ.ve contributions of pos1.tive ·(0(+ 9 ,Q)) 

and negat1.ve angle scattermg t fi\-&,Q)J to vne double dJ.ff'er

ential cross section q,lt;"/ dfJdO. 

Ill' 
= o(..- e,a) + ()(-e, a) (2) 

t:b> d9. 

?(e, a) 
o-c ... e,a l - o(-e, a) 

-= \3) 
IJ(+ e, Q) + IJ (-e, a) 

For a given scattering angle the polarization ~ as a function 

of Q changes from P = + 1 for high Q;-values to P = - 1 for low 

Q-values, with a vanishing polarization for those regions of the 

kinetic energa spectrum, in which equal numbers of particles are 

reaching vhe detecCor from both sides of the interaction region. 

So, the position and the range of ~he Q-value, in Which the_ 

transition from P = + 1 to P ~- 1 occurs reflects vhe fluctua

tions and correlc:.tion in energy and angle, J.nherent J.n -the coll~-

sion model. 

14 
3 • ..t'olarization in vhe Reaction N + 10C\1o and 1 4N + 232.rn. 

i•he systematic dependence of i...he polarl.zation on reaction angle 

and energy loss is demonstrated for tne reaction 1 ~t200 MeV) 

+ 1°~o in fig. 2. Deviations from a complete polarization 

appear only for reaction angles 9 ~ 70°. As a function of 

the pol~rization for large (small) Q-values remains positive 

(negative) at all reaction angles, while for a medium energy 

loss the polarization changes from positive to negative sign 

at e ,t 4CP. 'l'he range of Q-values in which the polarization as 
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function of Q goes from P ~ + 1 to ~ = - 1 depends on ~he reaction angle t beeing rather naxrow for lar_ge defJe ction. 
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so 56 60 64 68 70 74 78 82 86 90 94 !1 li li Deflection engle e calcul&ted as function of initial relative angular momentum 1. for the reaction 10011-1o 
. , 

\ 1 li-N, 12B) at different incident ererr;ies E. Shadowed areas: centre of mass angle region corresponding to detector pos1t2ons in the laboratory Sjstem of 20° 1 2> 0
, and 20°, respect2vely, realized in the experimente 'l'he Q-values calculated for the relevant partial waves are indicated. 
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'..L'be change in "the direction of "the experimental polarization 

(.cf. fig. 5) as the incident energy in "the reaction 1 4u + 10~o 
is raised from 90 l'.i.eV to 127 MeV or 200 MeV can be explained 

already from the d·O'".flection functions shown in flg. 3· •J.'he 

angular range detected ln t;he experiment is markes by shadowed 

areas. 'l'he main contribution to -che double dift"erential cross 

section results from partial waves in t.he reg1.on, where -che 

deflection function crosses -chese shadowed areas. With t:hese 

partial waves definite Q.-values are connec't"ed, which belong to 

t.he maximum in t.h8 klnetic energy spectrum ot· 1 ~. The Q-values 

Q. -::::- 20 MeV, - ou L~eV, and - 110 MeV obtained in 1;he fr2ct1on 

moael for "tne 1.ncill·.mt energies 90 MeV, 12~ MeV, and 20C" I~eV, 

respectively, agree reasonably well with the maximum ln t:he 

experimental spectra at Q -% - 25 MeV, - ;;) MeV, and - 90 MeV, 

respectively. In this region ot· the spectrum t:.he sign of 't"he 

polarization should be positive \negative), if the deflection 

funct1.on crosses t:he incervall of devection angles t:·or positive 

\negative) reaction angles. So, from fig. 2 one expec"ts positive 

polarization for 90 JJ;IeV incident 

tion for 12;; MeV and 200 MeV, in 

(.see fig. 5). The same situation 

ELab = 90 MeV holds for 
14

N \129 

from figs. 4 and 6. 

60 
E = 129MeV 

1.0 

20 

energy, but negative polariza

agreement with ~ne measurements 

as for 14N + 100f..ro at 

MeV) + 2321'b, as can be deduced 

Fig. LJ.,Deflection cn:_;le e calculated as function of initial 

relative onzular momentum 11 for the reaction 
1-4N\129 i'oieV) + 232,1'h. 
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Fig. 5. Measured cmd calculated polarization J? as function of 
Q-value for the reaction 1 ~N + 1oq~o at three incident 
energies E and observation angle 6 • The theoretical 
curves are normalized with a factor of 1/~. 

Fig.6. Measured and 
calculated polariza
tion P as function of 
Q-value for the reac
tiqn 14N(129 MeV) + 
232T.h at an observa-

o 
tion angle eL = JO • 
The dashed curve is 
calculated by taking 
into account the fluc
tuation in energy and 

angle, but neglecting 
their correlation. The 
theoretical curves are 
normalized with a fac
tor of 1/4. 
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The polarization calculated at a certain de"Uection angle as a 

function o1· Q. is conpared with -cne experimental data for 

1 4N + Mo in fig • .J and for 14N + 232rrh in fig. b. While the 

region of" Q.-values in which c-he polar~zat~on vanJ.shes is well 

reproduced in all cc.ses, it is obvious, tJhat vhe friction model 

is r·ar from reproducing -c.ne small max1.mum polarization. 1.'he 

dasned curve J.n fig. b refers to a calcula-cion, in which 'the 

fluctuatJ.ons F1 ene-rgy loss ana deflect1.on engle are taken 1.nto 

account, WhJ.le ::;'le eY'l.ergy-angle correlation is neglected. Disre

garding -cne c a·::-· ,·lt tion e±'tec ts weakens the agreement witn experi

ment J:' -;:: 0 is :n·S>dicced for too small Q-values • 

.LJ.. Conclusions 

A classical friction model including statistical fluctuations and 

correlations 1.s I.nsufficient to l.DGerprete all observed features 

of the ground staGe polarization of the light fragment l.D -cne 

reactions 10'\ro\ 1 ~N, 1 "-£) and 2ft_\14N, 1 ~). While -.;he sign of 

-c.b.e polarization in the maximum of "tine 12:8 spectrum arid the range 

of Q-values, in which cne dl.rectJ.ons or tne polarJ.zatJ.on chan@es, 

are predicted correctly, Lne calculated degree or vne polariza

tion by far exceeds 'the measured data. From ·Ghese resul vs one can 

concluue tnat Gne mean characterist1cs o1· the colll.Sl.On as well 

as -cne fluctuat1ons and correlations in energy loss and angle 

are satisfactorily descr~bed within macroscopic model, out a 

more de~ailect Gneory of tne angular momentum dissipation 1.n DIG 

shoulu be necessery to explain tne orientation phenomena in -che 

reactJ.ons dl.scussed in this paper. 
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